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Spiraling Alphabets 
BEN ROGERS 
The words HUTS, RUTS, ARt\fY, and DENE (British: "valley") have in 
common a property not too hard to discover. They are all transposable (HUTS = 
SHUT and THUS, RUTS = RUST, ARMY = MARY, and DENE = NEED). 
Suppose we replace ARMY with 1',:AVY, so that our set of four words is now 
HUTS, RUT~, NAVY, and DENE. What more unusual, more difficult to discover, 
property do they now have in common? If the alphabet is written in a spiral, 
clockwise as shown below, over and over again until a 12 by 13 rectangle is formed, 
ending neatly with Z, the four words in question appear spelled out vertically. 
Z G H I J K L M N 0 p Q R 
Y F U V W X y z A B C D S 
X E T Q R s T U V w X E T 
W D S P U V W X Y z y F U 
V C R 0 T G H I J A Z G V 
U B Q N S F~B K B A H W 
T A P M R E D C L C B I X 
S Z 0 L Q p 0 N M D C J y 
R y N K J I H G F E D K Z 
Q X M L K J I H G F E L A 
P W V U T S R Q p 0 N M B 
0 N M L K J I H G F E D C 
What happens if you start with Z in the center and spiral the alphabet back· 
wards? If you continue until you have a 26 by 26 square, you will find that you 
have generated these 8 four-letter words: HALO, HONE, FANS, DUDE, DORM, 
CHET, NIVA, ARAB; and one five-letter word: SHONE. 
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